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THIS DOCUMENT IS IMPORTANT AND REQUIRES YOUR IMMEDIATE ATTENTION.  If you are in 
any doubt about the contents of this document or the action you should take, you are 
recommended to seek your own independent personal financial advice immediately from your 
stockbroker, bank manager, accountant, fund manager or other appropriate independent 
financial adviser duly authorised under the UK Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (as 
amended), if you are resident in the UK or, if not, from another appropriately authorised 
independent financial adviser. 

The combination described herein and the securities to be issued as described herein have not been 
approved or disapproved by any securities regulatory authority, including the SEC or the securities 
regulatory authority of any state of the United States, nor has any securities regulatory authority, 
including the SEC or any state securities regulatory authority passed upon the fairness or merits of the 
combination or any issuance of securities or upon the accuracy or adequacy of this document. Any 
representation to the contrary is a criminal offence. 

This document does not constitute, or form part of, any offer for, or any solicitation of any offer for, 
securities, nor is it a solicitation of any vote or approval in any jurisdiction, nor will there be any purchase 
or transfer of the securities referred to in this document in any jurisdiction in contravention of applicable 
law or regulation. 

18 May 2017 

To:  Holders of Share Bonus Awards (“Awards”) granted pursuant to a letter dated 10 March 2017 
(“Award Letter”) 

Dear Awardholder 

RECOMMENDED COMBINATION OF MARIANA RESOURCES LIMITED AND SANDSTORM GOLD 
LTD 

The purpose of this letter is to explain the effect of the proposed combination of Mariana and Sandstorm 
described below on your Award and to set out the proposal being made to you in relation to your Award. 

1. BACKGROUND 

On 26 April 2017, the board of directors of Sandstorm and the Mariana Independent Directors 
announced that they had reached agreement on the terms of a recommended share and cash 
acquisition pursuant to which Sandstorm, a public corporation incorporated under the laws of the 
Province of British Columbia, Canada, will acquire the entire issued, and to be issued, ordinary 
share capital of Mariana that it does not already own.  It is intended that the Combination will be 
implemented by way of a court-sanctioned scheme of arrangement (the “Scheme”).   

A circular dated 15 May 2017 has been sent to Mariana Shareholders (the “Scheme Document”).  
The Scheme Document can be viewed at www.marianaresources.com and is available under 
Mariana’s profile on SEDAR at www.sedar.com. This letter should be read in conjunction with the 
Scheme Document.  The definitions in the Scheme Document (see Part Eleven of the Scheme 
Document) apply in this letter unless stated otherwise. 

The Scheme is the process being used to effect the Combination.  The Court first approves the 
Scheme and the Combination, both of which then become effective a few days later on the 
Effective Date.  The Court approval is referred to in this letter as the “Court Sanction”. 

2. WHAT IS THE EFFECT ON MY AWARD? 

In summary: 

• Your Award will be treated as fully vested with effect from Court Sanction. 
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• You will therefore receive the 495,000 (Glen Parsons) 405,000 (Eric Roth) Mariana 
Shares subject to your Award immediately after Court Sanction and then exchange those 
Mariana Shares with Sandstorm under the Scheme. 

Section 3 contains more information on this “Proposal”. 

3. THE PROPOSAL  

What will I receive?  

Your Award will be treated as fully vested immediately following Court Sanction. 

You will then be issued with the relevant number of Mariana Shares which will then be exchanged 
with Sandstorm under the Scheme. 

When you exchange your Mariana Shares with Sandstorm under the Scheme then, like any other 
Mariana Shareholder, you will be entitled to receive: 

for each Mariana Share 0.2573 New Sandstorm Shares; and 

 28.75 pence in cash

Based on the closing price of US$4.04 per Sandstorm Share and a currency exchange rate of 
£0.7788 per US$, on 25 April 2017 (being the last Business Day before the date of the 
Announcement), the terms of the Combination represent a value of approximately 109.7 pence 
per Mariana Share. 

Based on the closing price of US$3.61 per Sandstorm Share and a currency exchange rate of 
£0.7758 per US$ on 12 May 2017, being the latest practicable date prior to the publication of the 
Scheme Document, the terms of the Combination represent a value of 100.8 pence per Mariana 
Share. 

Please note that while the cash element of the Consideration is expressed in British Pounds 
Sterling you will, due to the settlement procedures that apply to Awards, receive the relevant sum 
in Canadian dollars.  See page 30 of the Scheme Document for more information. 

Will I have to pay any tax? 

Income tax, capital gains tax and employee social security contributions (“Tax Liabilities”) may 
be payable, depending on the local tax rules and your individual circumstances. 

How will I pay my tax? 

You will be responsible for all Tax Liabilities which may arise. 

Pursuant to the Award Letters and applicable law, the Company also has the right to withhold a 
sufficient amount of your Consideration to discharge your Tax Liabilities. If this right is exercised, 
this will be achieved by using the Cash Consideration Amount first and, if that is insufficient to 
cover your Tax Liabilities, the relevant number of New Sandstorm Shares will then be sold in the 
market to raise the additional funds required to discharge your Tax Liabilities in full.  

4. WILL I BE ABLE TO SELL MY NEW SANDSTORM SHARES? 

Once you have received your New Sandstorm Shares you will be able to sell those shares like 
any other Sandstorm shareholder holding Sandstorm Shares in the same way, subject to US and 
other applicable securities laws, requirements or restrictions. 

You will receive your New Sandstorm Shares as follows: 
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• If you have a CDS account, your New Sandstorm Shares will automatically be credited 
to your CDS account. 

• If you do not have a CDS account you will receive a share certificate.   

Your ability to sell your New Sandstorm Shares may be restricted by any dealing restrictions to 
which you are subject (including any “affiliate” restrictions).   

The New Sandstorm Shares to be received pursuant to the Scheme may be resold without 
restriction under the Securities Act, except in respect of resales by persons who are “affiliates” 
(within the meaning of Rule 144 under the Securities Act) of Sandstorm at the time of such resale 
or who have been affiliates of Sandstorm within 90 days before such proposed resale or at the 
time of the Combination or within 90 days of the Combination. Persons who may be deemed to 
be “affiliates” of an issuer include individuals or entities that control, are controlled by, or are under 
common control with, the issuer, whether through the ownership of voting securities, by contract, 
or otherwise, and generally include executive officers and directors of the issuer as well as holders 
of more than 10% of the outstanding shares of the issuer. New Sandstorm shareholders who are 
affiliates of Sandstorm solely by virtue of their status as an officer or director of Sandstorm may 
be able to sell their Sandstorm shares outside the United States in compliance with Rule 904 of 
Regulation S under the Securities Act. 

6. WHAT SHOULD I DO NEXT? 

 Please sign the enclosed supplemental letter agreement regarding the Award and return to it  
Sharon Cooper at Level 1, Suite 102, 3 Eden Street,  North Sydney NSW 2060, Australia by  
email: sharon@marianaresources.com.  

7. WHERE CAN I GET FURTHER INFORMATION? 

In addition to reviewing the Scheme Document, if you have any questions please speak to  Sharon 
Cooper at Level 1, Suite 102, 3 Eden Street,  North Sydney NSW 2060, Australia on  email: 
sharon@marianaresources.com or by telephone on +61 2 9437 4588.  Please note that Sharon 
Cooper cannot give you any legal, financial or investment advice. 

A copy of this letter will be made available on Sandstorm's website at 
http://www.sandstormgold.com and Mariana's website at http://www.marianaresources.com by 
no later than 12 noon (London time) on the Business Day following this letter. For the avoidance 
of doubt, the contents of these websites are not incorporated by reference and do not form part 
of this letter. 

8. RECOMMENDATION FROM THE MARIANA INDEPENDENT DIRECTORS 

The Mariana Independent Directors, who have been so advised by RFC Ambrian Limited, 
consider the terms of the Proposal contained in this letter to fair and reasonable. In providing its 
advice to the Mariana Independent Directors, RFC Ambrian Limited has taken into account the 
commercial assessments of the Mariana Independent Directors.   

Yours faithfully 

 

 

 John Horsburgh, Chairman   Erfan Kazemi, Chief Financial Officer 

for Mariana Resources Limited  for Sandstorm Gold Ltd 
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Responsibility 
 
1 The Mariana Directors, whose names are set out at paragraph 2.1 of Part Seven of the Scheme 

Document, accept responsibility for the information contained in this document other than the 
information for which responsibility is taken by others pursuant to paragraphs 2 and 3 below. To 
the best of the knowledge and belief of the Mariana Directors (who have taken all reasonable 
care to ensure that such is the case) the information contained in this document for which they 
accept responsibility is in accordance with the facts and does not omit anything likely to affect the 
import of such information. 

 
2 The Mariana Independent Directors accept responsibility for the information contained in Section 

8  of this document. To the best of the knowledge and belief of the Mariana Independent Directors 
(who have taken all reasonable care to ensure that such is the case) the information contained in 
this document for which they accept responsibility is in accordance with the facts and does not 
omit anything likely to affect the import of such information.  

 
3 The Sandstorm Directors, whose names are set out in paragraph 2.2 of Part Seven of the Scheme 

Document, accept responsibility for the information contained in this document relating to 
Sandstorm, the Sandstorm Directors and persons connected with them. To the best of the 
knowledge and belief of the Sandstorm Directors (who have taken all reasonable care to ensure 
that such is the case) the information contained in this document for which they accept 
responsibility is in accordance with the facts and does not omit anything likely to affect the import 
of such information. 

 
Consent  
 
RFC Ambrian Limited has given and not withdrawn its written consent to the issue of this document with 
the inclusion of references to its name in the form and context in which they are included. 

 


